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Abstract. This paper presents an effective method for case law retrieval
based on semantic document similarity and a web application for querying Finnish case law. The novelty of the work comes from the idea of using
legal documents for automatic formulation of the query, including case
law judgments, legal case descriptions, or other texts. The query documents may be in various formats, including image files with text content.
This approach allows efficient search for similar documents without the
need to specify a query string or keywords, which can be difficult in
this use case. The application leverages two traditional word-frequency
based methods, TF-IDF and LDA, alongside two modern neural network
methods, Doc2Vec and Doc2VecC. Effectiveness of the approach for document relevance ranking has been evaluated using a gold standard set of
inter-document similarities. We show that a linear combination of similarities derived from the individual models provides a robust automatic
similarity assessment for ranking the case law documents for retrieval.
Keywords: legal text · text similarity · full text search · NLP · document retrieval
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Introduction: Making Case Law Search Easier

Juridical texts are widely published online by governments to make jurisdiction
transparent and freely accessible to the public, organizations, and lawyers [25, 3].
As juridical data, such as case law, is published, that data should also be made
easily accessible. Easier access to data leads to increased transparency, as it
enables more people to access the data. Additionally, by making case law search
more effortless, the workload of juridical personnel can be reduced, leading to
savings in litigation costs.
This paper makes a step towards easy public access for juridical data by presenting an effective case law search method using other judgements or free text
as query input. A publicly available web application for querying Finnish case
law is presented to evaluate the method. The efficiency, i.e., achieving maximum
productivity with minimum effort, is improved compared to traditional keyword
based querying by allowing uploading of case law files. In addition, the application provides “Get similar” buttons for retrieval results enabled by a simple API
that returns similar cases given an ECLI identifier [13]. This removes the need to

come up with relevant keywords and allows fast exploratory search with meaningful results as queries. The API also enables use of the application’s similarity
computation programmatically for research purposes or for use in other applications. The prototype application has been included as a use-case application
perspective in the LawSampo semantic portal [15].
Besides efficiency, document retrieval effectiveness is required to be at least
satisfactory in order to improve overall document retrieval. The main concern in
retrieval effectiveness is the ranking of retrievable documents based on relevance
to a query [10, 23]. Using the assumption underlying vector space models, i.e.,
that “the relevance of a set retrieved documents to a query is approximately
equal to similarity between the query and documents in retrieved set.” [14], a
desirable ranking can be obtained by sorting computed correlations of texts’ vector representations. The vector representations are referred to as “embeddings”,
since the texts are embedded into a vector space. Our application combines traditional word frequency based text embedding models with newer neural network
based models to provide meaningful textual similarity rankings that are able to
take synonyms and other word relations into account.
In the following, the method and its prototype implementation are first described. After this, evaluation results of the underlying methods are presented.
In conclusion, contributions of our experiments and related work are discussed.

2

The Finnish Case Law Finder Application

Data The Finnish case law corpus for the application is provided by the Finnish
Ministry of Justice as part of Semantic Finlex data service1 [24]. The Finnish
case law corpus consists of 13 053 judgements from 1980 to 2019 at the moment.
The case law texts contain references to the laws that are applied in giving the
legal decisions. This helps automatic similarity computation, since judgments
that have one or more applied laws in common inherently convey that they
are meaningfully similar to each other. However, the laws appear in text in
either abbreviated or in their full form making their identification difficult. To
harmonize the texts we use regular expressions to expand the abbreviations as a
preprocessing step. Another hindrance for embedding models is word inflections.
Finnish language is agglutinative, which causes words to often appear in multiple
forms. This leads to a large vocabulary and small frequencies for different words
making it difficult to automatically infer relationships between the words with
limited data. We reduce the effect of word inflections on embedding models by
using LAS [19] to lemmatize, i.e., to normalize inflected words to their base form,
before embedding texts for similarity computation. In addition, we filter out
stopwords from the case law texts as this has been shown to improve document
retrieval [8, 28].
The case law data is stored in a relational database. It contains a table for
documents that includes document texts, metadata, and an integer document
1
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identifier. The identifier corresponds to the document’s index in training data for
embedding models and is used to retrieve documents. The database also includes
tables for users and similarity ratings to enable users to rate document pair
similarities within the application. User-rated similarities are used to evaluate
the application’s effectiveness.
Similarity Computation Our application ranks documents for retrieval by
sorting similarity values that are obtained by computing the correlation of the
texts’ vector representations. This is similar to the vector space model [27] that
remains widely used [6]. We chose the standard method [20], cosine similarity as
the application’s correlation measure for text embedding similarity.
For embedding generation, we selected four models. Two of these are bagof-words models, i.e., word-frequency based models, namely TF-IDF [30] and
LDA [7]. The other two models, Doc2Vec [18] and Doc2VecC [12], represent
more modern text embedding methods: they are extensions to the word embedding neural network model Word2Vec [22] that is able to map words’ semantic
meanings close to each other when trained with large amounts of texts. Like
Word2Vec, Doc2Vec and Doc2VecC are neural networks that learn vector representations by learning to predict either missing words from context or context
words given a single word.
As our models are different in nature, we created a weighted ensemble of the
models to improve upon the individual model’s effectiveness in producing text
embeddings for ranking. Multi-co-training TF-IDF, LDA, and Doc2Vec has been
shown to outperform the individual models in topic classification [16]. However,
unlike topic classification, our task enables us to use a simpler approach to create
ensembles of the models. Our goal is to infer real-valued similarities from texts
instead of classifying the texts. Hence, we construct our ensembles models with
minimal effort by computing weighted averages over the cosine similarities from
the individual models’ embeddings.
We obtain weights for similarities from different models’ embeddings using
linear regression presented in equation (1)
y = x1 β1 + .. + xn βn +  = xT β + ,

(1)

where  ∈ R is an error term denoting disturbance in the linear relation. Linear
regression assumes its inputs x ∈ Rn are linearly related to an observed variable
y ∈ R. In our case, x contains similarity values for a document pair computed
from embeddings given by the individual models and y is a ground truth human
assigned similarity value for the pair of case law documents.
Full Document as a Query The main goal of the application is to enable
efficient and precise search with full texts. Text documents, however, come in
various formats. For instance, the user might have a case law text in print or a
file in some text format such as XML or plain text. Reading text content from
a text file is straightforward, but analyzing a photographed image of printed
text, or a PDF with text as image, requires a technique called optical character
recognition (OCR). Thus, we included the Tesseract OCR [29] application in our
web application to enable querying case law with photographed texts. Tesseract

OCR was chosen for the task because it is an open source OCR system that has
a well performing pre-trained model for Finnish text, comprehensive documentation, and the possibility of retraining the model further. Although having a
model for Finnish out-of-the-box, Tesseract OCR was not directly implemented
into the software. Instead, it was first retrained to include letters “Å”, “å” and
the section sign “§”, which were not included in the Tesseract OCR’s readily
available Finnish text model.
Figure 1 depicts the end-user interface of the application, Semantic Finlex
case law finder. The user is able to input a text document as a query to Finlex
case law either by uploading a file or by writing text directly to the form. The
query document is seen on the sub-window “Document content”. Supported file
formats for uploading documents are plain text, XML, PDF, and with Tesseract
OCR, image formats, such as JPEG or PNG. The text extraction mode to be
used can be selected by the drop-down menu on the right bottom corner. The
search form also allows the user to choose the algorithm that ranks the documents by using the drop-down menu on the left bottom in Figure 1. Here the
method “Ensemble” is selected. Ranking with some algorithms may work better than others for certain topics, or depending on what kind of relatedness is
preferred. Also the preferred result size can be specified.

Fig. 1. Semantic Finlex case law finder application document search.

Document Ranking Once a document is submitted in the document search
form, it is sent to the application back-end that handles document ranking. The
back-end provides a simple API for retrieving case law documents. The query
document is sent to the API via a HTTP/POST request where an embedding
model is specified in the requested URI. An optional parameter n is provided
to limit the number of retrieved documents, since sending the results via HTTP
causes a bottleneck in retrieval time. The query document is pre-processed to

the same format as models’ training data, and the formatted query text is given
to the model as input. The model transforms its input into a vector, and cosine
similarity values are computed between the query’s vector representation and all
case law documents’ vector representations in the underlying database. Then,
all document ids are sorted by the computed similarities, and the top n ranked
documents are retrieved from the database and returned in JSON-format. The
query retrieval and processing is illustrated as a graph in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Semantic Finlex case law finder application architecture overview.

The ranked cases are shown to the user as a list of expandable panels that
have the case law identifier and keywords as a panel’s title, as depicted in Figure
3. Similarity rating is shown by default to give insight on how the similarities
change. This allows the user to see from the values whether there are likely
relevant results left to view. The result items also contain the button “GET
SIMILAR” for quickly querying case law related to a result document. This
is intended as a helpful measure when the user does not have a certain query
document, but rather wants to search the case law corpus exploratively. The
retrieved results may also be further filtered by traditional methods, e.g. by
using exact phrase match or filtering by court.
The created application and its ranking models are intended to work as
generally as possible. While the application is created for the specific domain
of Finnish case law, there is little in the implementation, besides the trained
models, that restricts the application to be used with other corpora. Abbreviation expansion is the only element that ties the textual context to the Finnish
language or juridical terminology. This suggests that the performance can be
generalized to texts from other linguistic domains as well as other languages.
The models in the application leverage lemmatization as it was deemed beneficial in model evaluation. Additionally, by effectively normalizing word inflections, lemmatization also helps automatic inference of natural sentence queries.
Thus, we performed an additional free text query test on our working application with short natural language queries to see how it would manage the task
although the models are optimized for full document search. A working example
is the query “törmäsin autoon” (I collided into a car). Without lemmatization,
the inflected word “törmäsin” (I collided) would be non-existent in the training
data. This would prevent even the neural net models from inferring that the user

Fig. 3. Document search results in Semantic Finlex case law finder.

is inquiring about collisions. As a result of the free text query experiment, we
find that the example query accurately returns cases concerning cars and traffic
accidents. However, we did not perform any extensive free text query testing as
this was not our primary objective.

3

Evaluation

Method We assessed ranking effectiveness of the four text embedding models that are used in the application, namely of TF-IDF, LDA, Doc2Vec and
Doc2VecC. Additionally, we tested using word vector averages of Word2Vec as
text embeddings. The embedding effectiveness is evaluated by comparing interdocument similarities computed from the embeddings against gold standard similarities. For our performance measures, we use Pearson correlation, Spearman
rank order correlation and mean squared error. We tested different preprocessing
methods effect on the models. Most of the models contain manually assignable
hyperparameters that we tuned using the gold standard. For preprocessing steps,
we tested the effects of lemmatization and stopword removal. Additionally, query
expansion was tested with the word-frequency models TF-IDF and LDA using
OIKO2 , an ontology of Finnish legal terms, and a Finnish ontology collection
KOKO3 to find synonyms, hypernyms and hyponyms for document words.
Gold Standard Labels
As ground truth data for ranking effectiveness evaluation, we use manually
labeled, i.e. gold standard, similarities for selected document pairs. However,
gold standard similarity scores are strenuous to obtain and can be the most
2
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resource consuming step in the creation of an information retrieval system [26].
In addition, determining how to judge document similarity might not be obvious
for an annotator regardless of their expertise. Probably due to this, people tend
to have different opinions on similarity [1, 2]. Therefore, it is reasonable to devise
an intelligent system that is easy to use, and which leverages preferably more
than one annotator to acquire similarity labels for a gold standard set.
To alleviate the manual similarity labelling process, we incorporate comparing and evaluating case law similarity within our self-built case law finder web
application. Labeling inter-document similarity within the application is made
possible by providing an optional sign up and login, which allows user to submit
a similarity assessment for a query result. We include sign up and login requirement to select verified assessors from others, as well as to exclude thoroughly
inconsistent similarity labels, i.e., random or seemingly dishonest submissions.

Fig. 4. Rating similarity in the Finnish case law finder application. Green tick indicates
a query-result pair similarity has been rated.

Similarly to SemEval’s methodology for acquiring ground truth similarities
[1, 1, 21, 11], we use a 0–5 scale for similarity: Almost identical (5); Similar topics
and content (4); Multiple shared topics (3); At least one common topic (2); Some
common elements (1); Completely different (0). Documents for the gold standard set of inter-document similarities were selected by choosing seven “seed”
documents of different topics including crime, accidental homicide, nature preservation, and name change. Then the application was used to search for documents
similar to the seeds and the first results were rated. The final similarity rating
set obtained includes 138 distinct ratings in total. Due to difficulty in acquiring
expert labels (likely a result of lack of advertising or not providing a materialistic reward for rating), 129 of the labels are assigned by the first author of this
paper, while nine are given by a volunteering law student.

As the gold standard is constructed mostly by a single person and not someone more familiar with case law, or better yet, multiple such people, our ground
truth for evaluating Finnish case law ranking leaves plenty of room for improvement. However, in our defence, 2017 SemEval task [11] in multi-lingual text
similarity uses 250 pairs for each language, which are either constructed by a
single expert or non-experts via crowd-sourcing. Additionally, regarding the gold
standard set size, Campr et al. [9] had three annotators to manually label only
150 pairs of summaries in order to compare the accuracy of various similarity
computation models.
Results Consistently with all our selected assessment measures, Doc2Vec
and LDA perform the best of the individual models with correlation measures
between 0.60 and 0.65. TF-IDF and Doc2VecC also produce decent correlations
with values below 0.6 but clearly above 0.5 for both. For Word2Vec averages,
the results are not promising as its performance was far below the other models.
While there are differences between the individual model performances, they are
not clear enough to provide conclusive evidence for supremacy of the best performing individual models, especially when taking into account our inextensive
validation set. However, both mean ensemble and linear regression ensemble outperform the individual models significantly. This shows that leveraging multiple
models is recommendable when computing similarities for ranking using embedding models although it requires a bit of extra work to train all the models.
The results are shown in Table 1. Regarding preprocessing steps, lemmatization
is found useful for all models. For stopword removal, we found initially mixing
results for its usefulness. However, after keeping the stopwords “yli” (over) and
“ei” (no) in the texts while removing other stopwords, we found that stopword
removal was beneficial for all models. LDA benefited from query expansion for
training data while TF-IDF was unaffected.
Model
TF-IDF
LDA
Word2Vec
Doc2Vec
Doc2VecC
Mean ensemble
LinReg ensemble

Pearson
0.57 (0.42)
0.62 (0.46)
0.42 (0.54)
0.64 (0.48)
0.56 (0.53)
0.70 (0.62)
0.75 (0.70)

Spearman
0.56 (0.50)
0.60 (0.48)
0.41 (0.52)
0.64 (0.46)
0.53 (0.52)
0.69 (0.62)
0.74 (0.70)

MSE
Embedding size Variant Window
0.85 (1.17)
0.76 (1.07)
300
1.16 (0.93)
900
C-BoW
10
0.71 (1.03)
500
D-BoW 5 / 10
0.89 (0.94)
700
C-BoW
10
0.61 (0.76)
0.5 (0.6)
-

Table 1. Evaluation results. Correlations and mean squared error between gold standard similarities and embeddings’ cosine similarity values for best hyperparameters
and preprocessing steps. Results for embeddings from lemmatized texts are without
brackets and ones without lemmatization in round brackets. Optimal embedding size,
model variant window size and random sampling rate hyperparameters are shown for
machine learning models where applicable. The slash symbol “/” between two options
denotes the options resulting in equal performance for model evaluation.

Since our best performing model is linear regression ensemble, which computes weights for each individual model, we tested the validity of the weights
using 5-fold cross-validation. The results, depicted in Table 2, show that for the

test set, linear regression ensemble performs similarly to the mean ensemble.
This suggests that more ground truth data is required to optimize the weights,
but also that fine-tuning the weights might not carry much importance. We further analysed the weights to see which models are deemed the most important
by the regression. By examining the regression weights in Table 3, we see that
Doc2Vec contributes to approximately a third of the ensemble’s similarity score.
This implies that neural networks are a bigger factor in the ensembles success
than the more traditional bag-of-words models. On the other hand, according
to the weights, Word2Vec contributes nothing in addition to its two derivatives,
and thus, is not needed in the ensemble.
Model
Pearson Spearman MSE
TF-IDF
0.47
0.37
1.06
LDA
0.58
0.51
0.83
Word2Vec
0.44
0.40
1.13
Doc2Vec
0.58
0.58
0.84
Doc2VecC
0.59
0.51
0.81
Mean Ensemble
0.68
0.65
0.64
LinReg Ensemble
0.68
0.65
0.64

Table 2. Average test set correlations and mean squared error between gold standard
similarities and embeddings’ cosine similarity values for 5-fold cross validation.

TF-IDF LDA Doc2Vec Doc2VecC Word2Vec
0.16
0.12
0.66
0.06
0.00

Table 3. Model weights for best performing ensemble

4

Contributions and Related Work

We present a public web application for efficient and effective retrieval of Finnish
case law documents. The application improves upon traditional document retrieval efficiency by introducing the possibility to use documents of various formats as the query text. The general idea of searching documents similar to a
description in natural language text is not new: it has been applied in situations where rich textual target documents are available, formulating the query
is challenging in terms of keywords, and there is a similar document available
to be used as the model to be matched. This is often the case with legal data,
and there are commercial systems on the Web, such as Casetext4 Fastcase5 ,
for searching legal documents using other documents as a query. The idea has
been applied also in, for example, patent search6 where a patent application or
4
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a description of it can be used for checking out whether the idea has already
been patented. However, we have not been able to find research publications
describing the benefits of providing easier case law search by making querying
easier using documents, or about public freely available applications with such
goals. Our work is an attempt to fill this gap, and to create an open source
implementation and data for the task (CC-BY-4.0).
Our presented application’s effectiveness is based on combining existing text
embedding models for similarity computation. We evaluated TF-IDF, LDA,
Doc2Vec, Doc2VecC and Word2Vec averages as embedding models for retrieval
ranking against gold standard similarities. Our results show that a linear regression ensemble and also a simple mean weighted ensemble are more powerful
than individual models. Based on our results, we propose using different types
of models to compute inter-document similarity although this requires this the
extra work to train all of them. Additionally, provided that one has a gold standard set, we suggest using linear regression or other learning method to learn
optimal weighting for the models. However, we must note that our gold standard set is small and thus different results, especially for individual models, are
possible with more evaluation data.
Text embeddings by neural networks has gained attention in recent work
on information retrieval [5] and textual semantic similarity [21, 11]. However,
the focus in semantic similarity computation has been on short texts, such as
keyword queries or sentences. In contrast, the Finnish case law data used in
this work consists of variously sized documents, the longer ones containing over
10 000 words. As for the legal context, neural network embeddings have been
leveraged in mildly related cases. For instance, Ash et al. [4] analyse judges’
relations and judicial reasoning by examining spacial relationships between case
law embeddings of different judges’ verdicts. Moreover, closely related to case law
retrieval, Landthaler et al. [17] have used word embeddings to enhance retrieval
of EU Data Protection Directives.
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